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Calculationsof StatisticalProcessControl (SPC)limits
assumerepresentativerandom sampling of processoutput
for the computation of parameter estimates. Where data
acque rapidly enough for the collection of randomly
sampledsubsetsto be practicable,random sarnplingis unquestionablythe method of choice for the computation of
statistical control indices. In a manufacturing environment where output is measuredin hundreds or thousands
of units per hour or dap randomly drawn Qualig Control
(QC) data sets are conveniently obtained and SPC limie
may be derived in a timely fashion.
In the counting room of the environmental radioanalytical laboratory, however, instrument reliability QC
process outputs are typically obtained by the periodic
placement of a radioactive standard in each instmment
detector chamber and counting the disintegrations over a
specified interval. This method produces a single "total
countsnQC result per detector per data collection period.
Radioactive disintegrations being characteristically stochastic phenomen4 one e:<pectsa norrrally distributed
variability of source counts over time; the Quality Assurance objective is to insure that counting instruments exhibit an unbiased, random, o<pected variability that may
be taken into account in the error term computations of
analytical results, and that any emergent detector performance trends becomereadily apparent so that corrective adjustmentsmay be appted to the equipment when
wa:ranted to assurecontinuing accuracyof outpuL
At a data accrualrate of one QC result per detector per
collection intewal, the practical imperatives of counting
instrument control (i.e., procedural, regulatory and contractual) preclude the use of traditional SPCrandom sampling techniques;one simply cannot await the amassingof
several months worth of data before sampling the data-

base and generating statistical control linits, "flyi^g blind"
in the interim. And when an operating detector is subjected to significant electronic and/or mechanical adjustment or repair, the continued use of prior parameter estimates may be impropW new operating conditions prop
erly mandatethe collection of a new subsetof data for QC
evaluation to assureeffective instrument control.
Accelerating the data collection processby perforuring
multiple QC counts per detector per day is impractical
given the normal production scheduling demands of a
laboratory, and, more importantly, would be inappropriate owing to the inevitable resultant biasing of the data by
transient environmental variables. Clearly, a routine periodic QC source count procedure with provisions for contingency re-counting is the most practical method of acquiring the necessaryinstnrment reliability QC data.
The OakRidge Laboratory of International Technology
Corporation (ITIORL) operates a variety of Alph4 Bet4
and Gamma counters, and presently monitors the performance of eight instruments containing a total of seventy-sevm detectors. ln |anuary of 1989an in-house developed computerized system of count QC data acquisition and SPC analysis was installed to assistin complying
with the requirements of instrument calibration QC
'IQCSTATS). IryORL
CIQCDATA" and
QC Procedure
specifiesthe use of a minimum of twenty data points for
the derivation of SPC parameterestimates,and, of necee
sity, a sequential sample of the initial twenty source count
values for each detector nseriesnis used to calculate the
means and sigmas and construct upper and lower control
limits. Individual data points ar€ expressedas normalized
dwiates CNDEV) from MEAN:0 and SIGMA:I, with
warning limits LWL:-2 and IJWL: +2, and,control limits
LCL=-3 and UCL: +3 (sigmas). Beta and gammasource
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counts are corected for temporal sourcedecaybefore statistics are generated. Sourcebackground counts are also
entered and plotted as normalized deviates. NDEV results are returned by the program in both tabular and
high-resolution conhol chart scatterplotformat. The user
may requestof the IQCSTATSmodule tables,scatterplots,
or both, for either an individual detector or for all instruments. Additionally, the program contains an option for a
daily "Last Entryn report which issues a printout of the
input data and statisticalindices for the most recent enblr
in the systemfor eachdetector.
The recently completed, fully integrated, interactive
prototype of the IQCDATA module provides the analyst
with imrrediate NDEV feedbackas data is enteredinto the
system. lnput data are rapidly checkedfor the most common forms of keyboard input errors, such as invalid dates,
detector IDs, unauthorized user IDs, exact input duptcation, and grossly out-of-range count data stemming from
inadvertently mis-keyed or omitted digits. Statistics are
computed (for N>:2), and the count input data are converted to NDEVs and retumed to the user in a results
screenwindow in a few seconds. NDEVs falling outside
+/- 3 sigma require re-counting of the source, and a second consecutive>ABS(3)sigma outlier in the samedirection mandates corrective action. NDEV values falling
within the nwarningnzones I ABS(2<:NDEV<:3) ] are
monitored for evidence of nrunsnindicative of detector
trend, or excessivesequentialswings denoting inordinate
volatility.
The initial sequential sampleof N:20 accruesover a
period of approximatelyone month (sourcechecksare not
performed on weekends or holidays when the instruments are idle). Tentative statistical control indices are
calculated during this data collection interval where
1<N<20 to give the analyst an ongoing indication of instrunent performancewhile awaiting the requisite twenty
data valueswith which to generatethe npermanentn
detector series parameter estimates. With the addition of each
N<20 result the tentative statistics are re-calculated so
that the indices converge toward the final N:20 means
and sigmas. The final parameter estimates are written to
disk from which they are referencedin subsequentoperations of the system. These pernanent statistics may be
clearedfrom the lookup file upon user request to force recalculation in the event that data entry enors are found
and correctedby a password-authorizededitor. A nseriesn
continuesfrom the date a detector is placed in serviceuntil such time as significant corrective measures are required, at which point the adjustnents and/or repairs undertaken are documented and the next seriesis assigned
an ID for the processto begin anew.
At this writing the IQC systemhas been in operation
for sufficient duration to have acquired detector seriesda-
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tasets numbering from approximately fifty to over one
hundred periodic sourcecheck results per detector/series,
enough data to provide for the assessmentof the robustness of the IQCSTATS sequential nconveniencensamplederived control statistics. Detectors were chosen randomly from each instrument, and, with the aid of a random number table, N:20 datasetswere drawn from the
total available counts for each chamber and compared
with the original sequential sets for the respectivechamber. The data were entered into a SAS-PCh (Statistical
Analysis System)program which performed independent
sample T-tests and nHomogeneityof Variance" F-testson
the original datasetsvs. the randomly drawn results. The
nul hypothesis is that the meansand variancesof the sequential and random subsetsdo not differ significantly, i.
e., that they are "statisticallyequivalent n and that, by implication, the method of seriessequential sampling of detector data is indeed senriceablefor the derivation of instrument SPCindices.
The results, summarized below, are at once reassuring
and cautionary. Of the eight instruments, six were subjected to statistical re-examination. One proportional Alpha/Beta counter is a r.ecent acquisition and lacls sufficient operating history to provide a large enough nNnfor
meaningful random sampling, and a 32 chamber alpha
counter is monitored by a pulse count calibration procedure in which the sigmais a fixed percentageof the series
mean rather than the usual squareroot of the adjusted (N1) mean squared deviation, rendering a conventional Ttest inapplicable.
Eight initial T-testswere perforrred on the six instruments reviewed (two counteni are alpha/beta counters,
and the T-testswere applied to both alpha and beta source
counts). Of the eight T-tests, seven reported statistical
equivalence of parameter estimates,i.e., nnon-significant
differencesat 0.05probabitty level.nGermanium detector
GE1, while non-significant at p:0.05, was a bit close for
comfort, owing to three extreme source count values in
the initial sequential sample,the most extremeof which,
the initial series counf was bypassed during the random
sampling while the remaining two, both well below the
mean,were included by the random number table, resulting in a negative shift in the mean and a contraction in the
sigma from sequential to random sample. The GE1 data
were subiectedto another round of random sampling,and
a second T-test yielded similar marginally "non-significantntest statistics. The GE1 data illustrates vividly the
impact extreme values have on processcontrol statistics,
particularly the normalized deviates. A few relatively
large sourcecount fluctuations in the initial twenty results
diminish the magnitudesof the NDEVs for the remaining
count values, an important contextual point to keep in
mind when interpreting the control charts.
One instrument, coded below in the SASoutput sum-
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mary as "LB51A"CLB5100/TAro02n
on the Alpha Count
declining alpha source count trend is occuring for this decontrol chart), showed statistically significant sequentector, one that merits closer scmtiny. Confirmation of the
tial-to-random samplealpha sourcecount shifL This destatistical significance of the negative trend is obtained by
tector series dataset was randomly sampled a second
deleting three early series results (0410, 0A74, AAlq, aI
time and T-testedagain, and the repeat
T-test results confirmed the significant
ITl0R[ fllphaCountControlChart: 8?/98/89lo 85/31/89,ll : 88
shift in the alpha count parameterestit
r
.
mates,raising a pertinent question; are
I 0rlrc t or Strl rF Lgllggrl A/00?., llEAl{ 2{65e SIGII 190
we to conclude that the SPC parameter
estimates derived from the first twenty
+3.8
detector series alpha values are in this
instance invalid? If we replace the origi+?.8
nal mean and sigma in the IQC system
lookup file with the second set of random sample-derivedindices and re-noralalizs the daily alpha counts for this series to these revised statistics, the revamped control chart Qower plot in box)
o&ibits an upward shift in the scatter,
with a barely perceptible expansion of
the scatter owing to the slight contraction in the sigma" The "Mean Deviation,n an index of overall detector bias,
3,8
rises from 4.78 to -0.02, the new figure
I
indicating that the detector evinces esl l - S c o r r l r 3 . l l 3 7 , A 0 F r ? 9 ,l - l r r t
FAlLE0,lT-Llrlttr?.736i
I
sentially no alpha count reproducibility
I C A R i l l l t CS' t e n i f t c r n t L l n r r r l r r n d r t e . 0 1 C . 1 . , i R - L l r t i l r e . e g 6 {
-8.?8 C . U .: 8 . 8 0 R - C o r r:. - 8 . 5 8 8 [ - S q . : 1 . 2 4 9
vertical-axis bias when viewed in the
.lllcanll-llcv. :
conto<t of the random-sample statistics,
an inplicit reminder of the inherent
methodological strength of the random
ITI0RLfllphaCountControlChart: 8?,/88/89
lo 85/3L/89,ll : 88
sample.
0 r t r c t o r r S t r l r r r L 8 5 l e e / T t l 0 e e i E A l {. 2 { t 9 9
S l 0 l l A. 1 0 7

I

I

uct

lI

Under the revised SPC limits, one
early alpha data point (fifth in the series, on 0U74/89, originally
at
NDEV: +2.74) now becomes,post-hoc,
an noutlierr at NDEV= +3.71, and a
comparision of the original vs. the revised plot rweals a reduction, from
seven to two, in normalized deviation
points lying between the warning and
control limits (i.e., ABS(2<NDEV<3),
one of which is now our retroactive outlier). The "warning zonenpoints on the
original plot were, with the exceptionof
theW74 result, all <LWL, and a declining count trend is visibly wident on the
alpha plot one that merits testing for
significanceof slope.
Using the SASregressionprocedure
PROC REG, a test of the simple linear
regressionmodel, "Y : a*X + b,nfor the
LB51A/002dataset yields a statistically

I

lJct

+3.8

3.8

II

l f - S c o r r l ' e . e 7 9 9 ,A 0 F ' 3 1 , I - I r r t P A S S E 0l,l - L l r l t l r 2 . 7 ' t 1 l
l
A
R
l { l l { CS' l g n l f l c r n t L l n r r r l r r n d r t 0 . e t C . 1 , , l R - L l r l t l . 0 . 2 8 6 t
I
'8.82 C . U .: 8 . ? 6 R - C o r r:. - 8 . 5 8 9 R - S q :. [ . 2 5 6
J lfcan l1-Dcv. =
LB-510UTA/ffi2 alpha, original (top) and re-nonnalized (bottom) contrrolplote.

(Prob> 1T1,0.0001)
significantslopeof -4.453?AZ
with a
of 0.?A89.Forrralstatistical
modelAdjustedR-Squared
analysisconfirmswhat is readily apparentto the eyeia

with disproportionately
high NDEV values,and testingthe
remainingdatavia the sameSASregression
model. Therevised model,while diluted somewhatin strength,remains
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statisticallysignificant,with a slopeof -3.281b1(Prob>
lTl, still 0.0001)and a model Adjusted R-Squaredof
0.7739.
Although LB57A/ffi2indisputablymanifestsa negative

of model predictive strength, indicates that no mor€ than
21.897oof the alpha source count variability is accounted
for by the relationship between the sourre count r€sults
and their chronological positions. Experimental removal
of the possibly anomalous early o(treme values lowers the predictive
power of the linear trend model to
ITltlR[ Bcta CountControl Chart: gZ/88/89lo 05/31/89,ll : 88
0rtrclorrStrlrr . L85lel/lA/Qe? IEA[ | 15a30 SlGllt. l7C
77.39%.This "trend,nwhile not to be
casually dismissed, is in fact rather
loosely coupled. Leaning too heavily
upon todbook statistical trend-line
analysis has its perils, as many a for+ 2 . 9 mer Wall Street broker would unhappily attesL Continued evidence of detector trend does, howwer, warrant
inspection of- the equipment for con0 . 0 tamination or damage, as well as inspection of the source material. Several of our gerrranium detectors recently exhibited a declining source
count trend (seethe GEl exampleplot
?
.
9
tHt
on the left) the cause was found to
be a nearly invisible crack in the
3.8
LC[
source casing.
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Effective radioanalfiic counting instrument
control is accomplished
l l c a nl l - l l c v .: - 8 . 8 1 C . U .: t . l Z R - C o r r:.8 . 1 6 ? [ - S q . : l . g 2 g
through a blend of adaptive SPC empirical methodology and expert
ITI0RLSourcrCountControlChart: 8I/83/89to 83/I?/89, ll : 53
judgemenl
While traditional statisti0 r l 0 c l o r z S r r l r r ' 6 0 E I E C I S / 6 E l / eI e i l E A [ . 2 7 0 e 3 S l G l l t . 5 5 {
cal procedures are useful analytical
tools, a proper perspective is essential;
+ 3 . 8 even in the \vorsf casefound in this
study, that of the LB5100alpha series,
the
difference in the sequential vs. the
?.9
random-sanrple means, while nsignificantly differenf in terms of a formal
statistical T-test, is on the order of 0.5
percent, and this relative 0.67odrtference in the means is far less than the
customary LS to 5,07o"ocpected laboratory prccision parametenii specified
for analytical results. When we reilJt
nonnalize the data to the randomsample-derivedmean and sigma, the
LCt
scatter is shifted upward and all but
I
one of the individual points remain
I
l T - 5 c o r r l . t . l 1 ? 6 , A D F . 2 7 ,T - T t r t P A S S E 0 i, l - L l r l l l . 2 , 7 7 e 7
within the control bounds. Further,
, t e n t f t c r n tL l n r r r T r r n d r t e. e l C . 1 . , i R - L i r l t l r C . 3 5 e 9
I u n n n t i l 0S
our revisionist noutliern must be
I llcanll-llcv. : -8.?8 C.U.: ?.83 X-Corr.: -8.{58 fl-Sq.= [.264
viewed in the context of a fundamental characteristic of the normal distriLB-5100/TA/002beta plot (top) and GE1O01Bi-ZZsource plot (bottom).
bution; 99,7% of.normally distributed
data fall within */- 3 standard deviations of a mean value. We would
trend, a concern with "statistical significancenshould be
therefore expect, on average, three out of 1000points to
tempered with an awarenessof "practical significance."
randomly fall outside of 3 sigma. Only when a detector
The Adjusted R-Square statistic, a conelative measure
exhibits repeatedexbemedwiations from the meanin the
I

I

I

I
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samediredion may we infer the presenceof a systematic
problem. And, with respectto the longer-term trend indicated by a predictively weak but "statistically significanf'
linear slope,similar intelpretive caution is warranted; just
as transient environmental variables may impact a single
count, so too might seasonalenvironmental influences be
substantive factors in obsenred detector drift, and such
bends, while worthy of closer scmtiny, may tend to
slowly flatten out and reversein responseto such subtle
long-term background infl uences.
The IQC developmentalsystemnow in place at the IT
OakRidge Laboratory provides analysts and management
with timely and, as indicated by this study, generally robust SPC indicators of detector performance. System enhancements installed since our initial empirical inquiry
provide the counting room staff with a comprehensive set
of statistical tools for the evaluation of instrurrent reliability. The IQC control chart routine now fits a least-squares
trend line through the scatterand reports the Regression
Correlation Coefficient and R-Squarevalues on the ploL
The regressioncoefficient is tested for significance using
the standard0.01ConfidenceLimit Critical Values. Correlation indices falling outside the critical values are noted
on the plot with a warning statemenL In a similar manner, the parameter estimates are now continually re-assessedwith the addition of each new set of source and
background checkdata; the nMeanNorrralized Deviationn
and its standard deviation are calculated for the entire series dataset and a T-Test is performed to reveal whether or
not the overall series Normnlizgd Mean differs significantly from zero (zero being, you will recdl, the normalized mean calculatedfrom the initial N:20 set). Again, a
0.01ConfidenceLevel is used, and the T-Testis computed
under the conserrrative assumption of "unequal variances,na method requiring the computation of napproximate degreesof freedom" (ADF on the plot). T-scoresfalling outside the critical values are noted on the plot with a
"T-TestFAILED" warning. The Mean lfonmalizsd Devia'
tion is indicated on the plot by a broken line. Where a
detector exhibits neither trend nor nMean N_Dwn bias,
the leastsquarestrend line and the population normalized
meannbiaslinencollapseto the X-axis.
Finally, a "Coefficient of Variation" (C.V.) statisticis returned to provide an index of relative variability. Sometimes referred to as the nPercentageStandard Deviation,n
this parameter estimate is simply the ratio of Sigma to
Mean erxpressed
as a percentage,enabling the analyst to
quickly assessboth day-to-day and overall fluctuations of
the detector series data For o<ample,where C.V. : 0.8,
the interval from the LcL (-3) to the ucl (+3), a range of
5 Sigma,is equivalentto 4.87oof the mean. Use of the C.V.
permits the user to easily ascertain both the relative volatility of the seriesscatter and the proportional magnitudes
of individual sequentialfluctuations.
Our empiricalreview of the accming IQC databaseand
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analytical system finds that the sequential sampling
method employed by the software is indeed a
conceptually sound one and a practical procedure
yielding SPC estimates of a generally robust nature with
which to monitor, analyze, and manage instrument
performance. The study further demonstrates thaf wen
under eventualities where original detector series
parameter estimates are found to be statistically
unrepresentative of the detector series count population,
adverse impact upon the accuracy of analytical results is
highly unlikely. The IQC system provides the ITIORL
counting room staff with upto-date and statistically
comprehensive decision data for optimal equipment
management
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